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Abstract

Recent years have witnessed a surge in studying the e�ect of images in mobilizing

collective action. The current studies, however, have failed to account for the rich his-

tory in sociology and political sciences studying how people use text to mobilize (e.g.,

through di�erent framing styles). Using a novel protest event dataset in China, this

article �rst examined whether and how protest used images for protest mobilization in

China. We then provide some preliminary results on relative e�ectiveness of text-based

and image-based mobilization. We found that posting images during protests attracts

more comments and retweets on social media, and the mechanism is not through exag-

gerating the level of violence or size of protests.

1 Introduction

Collective action�protest or other forms of collective social mobilization by groups outside

the government�is one of the most e�ective ways the public can make their voices and

demands heard. Since Tilly, text data have been one of the most important source for
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gathering data about collective action events (Tilly, 1978). Scholars have used text data,

such as newspapers and newswire press release, to analyze framing strategies of protesters

using content analysis (Benford and Snow, 2000), to investigate state responses, and to

construct large-scale protest event dataset (Hutter, 2014; Earl et al., 2004). But overly

relying on media portray of collective action events also lead to methodological critiques of

media data. Newspapers tend to have selection biases, such as tending to report on larger

protests, and on protests that are more sensational in nature. Media also often portray

protests di�erently from protesters' self-descriptions, and this description biases may be

more salient if there is ideological di�erences between media and protesters (McCarthy et al.,

1996). Not surprisingly, recent decades have then witnesses a quick rise of social media texts,

especially those by protesters themselves but also their targets and the public, to study the

mobilization and responses to collective action events.

More recent years, social scientists have been increasingly using images as an alternative

data source (Joo and Steinert-Threlkeld, 2018; Casas and Williams, 2019; Torres and Cantú,

2019; Muller-Crepon et al., 2020; Jean et al., 2016). With respect to collective action in

particular, scholars argue that images are especially powerful at mobilization, because they

trigger emotional responses (e.g., anger and fear) more easily compared with texts, as the

famous saying �one pictures is worth a thousand words.� Traditionally image data regarding

protests are relatively harder to gather (such as images portraying protests on newspa-

pers) (Oleinik, 2015). The rise of Internet and social media also have enabled large-scale

image data, such as imagebank (e.g., Flicker) and various social networking platforms. Fur-

thermore, social media mainly based on visual communications (e.g., Instagram, YouTube,

TikTok) have even surpassed some old platforms (e.g., Twitter) that are mainly text-content

driven. In the foreseeable future, the role of image-based mobilization might become even

more salient.

Still, often there lacks a dialogue between people who use text as data and people who

use images as data. Some simply argue that images matter, but they do not further compare
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how people use images and how people use texts. For instance, if image-based mobilization

are as powerful as the current literature has portrayed, then we should expect that the

focus of social media mobilization would be the top priority. Yet, we have not examined

comparatively whether protesters choose to use images more or they use text more. Secondly,

there are not empirical studies that empirically investigate whether images are indeed more

powerful in mobilization (e.g., attract more reposts) than texts.

This article provide a dialogue between recent research that examined how images have

been used for mobilization in collective action, and the vast literature that studies how texts

are used for mobilization. It is centered around two part. In the �rst part, it for the �rst time

provides some exploratory studies on 1) whether and how frequently protesters used image

for mobilization (or the lack thereof); 2) what types of images are used during mobilization.

The second part provides some initial evidence on the relative e�ectiveness of text-based and

image-based mobilization. We �nd that 1) images are indeed more powerful than texts in

mobilization 2) mechanisms that makes image-based mobilization useful.

2 Methods and Data

2.1 Dataset

Our dataset comes from CASM-China (Zhang and Pan, 2019). Zhang and Pan (2019)

developed a two-step deep learning algorithm based on text and image data to identify

o�ine collective action events from 9.5 million Weibo (a Twitter analog in China) posts

that contained 50 general protest-related words. Human validations have shown that CASM-

China extracts 10 to 100 times more collective action events than newspapers, and over 90%

of those covered in newspapers are also captured in CASM-China. CASM-China also covers

a wider range of issues than newspapers and in a more balanced way,1 and allows analysis

1I did not perform transfer learning, but directly used the embedding provided in (Li et al., 2018), because
I �nd that the performance is already good enough.
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at city-month level, which cannot be achieved by small-scale newspaper-based dataset.

From CASM-China, we selected 4,003 o�ine protests. 4,003 o�ine protest events in the

�rst half of 2016 that have social media images associated with them.2 We use this as the

main dataset we are working on. We did not use the full dataset of CASM because there

may be prediction errors. It would be interesting in future to research to see if using the

larger-in-size and predicted data allow us to reach the same conclusion. We further instruct

research assistants (RA) to manually create labels for the following variables:

� size from images. The number of participants in the protests judging from images. If

size can be inferred from multiple images, the value is the the maximum of all size

estimates from images.

� size from texts. The number of participants in the protests judging from texts. If size

can be inferred from multiple texts, the value is the the maximum of all size estimates

from texts.

� target of the event. Target can take values from either 1) against state actors (including

the CCP), 2) against non-state institutions, 3) or against non-state institutions but

involving the government as a mediator. if target can be inferred from multiple images,

and the do not agree with each other, the value is the mode of all RA coded targets.

� police presence. If any Weibo posts associated with the event says that there is police

presence, we think that there is police presence.

� issues: issues of this event. We allow non-mutually exclusive categories for issues. Is-

sues can take values from: land/rural protests; unpaid wages; homeowner property;

fraud/scams; environmental; pension/welfare; taxi drivers; medical; education; vet-

erans. If a protest contained at least one word describing these issues, they will be

2We selected these protests because these predicted events have been validated by research assistants
manually.
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classi�ed as beloning to the corresponding category. This procedure is similar to CASM

except that we used a slightly di�erent dictionary representing each category.

� forms of this event. It can take values from conventional, disruptive (such as protesters

blocking government doors or major roads), violent, with violence initiated by the state

or sponsored by the state, and violent, with violence from protesters.

We also obtained some meta data from each event's associated Weibo posts:

� the mean of the number of comments of all Weibo posts associated with this event

� the mean of the number of retweets of all Weibo posts associated with this event

2.2 Methods

After obtaining our data, we used a series of exploratory and regression models. To be noted

is that we used an unsupervised image clustering method, recently developed by Zhang and

Peng (2021). The algorithm �rst applied pre-trained deep learning models relying on the

VGG architecture Simonyan and Zisserman (2015) to transform each image into a single

vector (with dimension of 4096). The vector of an image is simpler than the pixel repre-

sentation of an image, but also preserves the key information and cleaned some irrelevant

information. The algorithm then used k-means, a standard clustering algorithm, to groups

image vectors into clusters.

3 Results

3.1 Part I: descriptive results

Out of the 4,003 protests our RA hand coded, 2,742 protests, or 68.5% of them, contain

images about protests picturing the scene of the protest. It suggests that slightly over two

thirds of protests contain images, which is not a small number. Of the 2,742 protests that
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have images associated with them on social media, there are a total of 14,127 images, or 5.15

images per protest.

What types of images are used during mobilization? We apply the clustering algorithm

introduced earlier. Figure 1 shows the result. Each row is a machine-identi�ed category. We

used the top 10 images that are cloest to the cluster center.

Figure 1: Image Clusters

The algorith also produced theoretically relevant clusters. Cluster 1 in Figure 1 concerns

protesters gathering at the gate of government o�ces; some protesters held banners. Cluster

2, on the other hand, is relevant to protesters blocking streets, which is an especially useful

tactic for protesters in China to achieve their goals (Chen, 2009). Cluster 3 are also crowds

gathering, with a zoomed-in view. Cluster 4 contains screenshots of text, an approach to

avoid censorship on Chinese social media, which heavily relies on detecting texts (King

et al., 2013). Cluster 5 is also crowd gathering, but with police presence and some physical

confrontations, which can be potentially used to detect protest policing (della Porta and
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Reiter, 1998). Cluster 6 contains petition letters, printed or hand-written. Researchers can

potentially apply OCR techniques to extract text from letters and infer protesters' goals.

We used logistic regression to see what factors predicts protesters' decision to post image

regarding their protest. The outcome is a dummy variable indicating whether a protest has

images or not. Figure 2 plots the coe�cient estimates. Most factors are not statistically

signi�cantly associated with posting an image. It implies that protesters's decision to post

images are rather independent from protest characteristics.

There are two notable exceptions. First, collective action events with police presence have

a higher chance to have images. Second, if the government initiated collective action events,

there is a lower probability that these protests have images associated with them. Possible

cause is censorship: while Zhang and Pan (2019) suggests that censorship does not biases

the overall count signi�cantly, it is understandable that the censorship may concentrate on

those what dispose the �bad side� of the government, government-initiated or government-

sponsored violence as examples.

Figure 2: Factors predicting whether a protest has images or not.
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3.2 Part II: e�ect of mobilization

Are images powerful in mobilization? We regressed the number of comments or retweet a

collective action event received on Weibo, on whether the protest have images, and other

protest-level variables. Table 1 suggests that the answer is yes. In fact, having images is one

of the strongest predictor for more number of retweets and comments. In contrast, types of

issues does not predict more comments or retweets on social media at all. Police presence

also boost the number of comments and retweets. Violent acts, if from the state, also predicts

more comments and retweets, perhaps from bystanders' anger toward violent policing. Still,

the fact simply having image itself roughly have comparable predictive power of a protest

receiving more comments and retweets, compared with having police present at the scene of

protest. This is quite impressive, considering that having images does not need e�orts while

having police at scene and state-initiated violence can be quite dangerous to protesters.

3.2.1 mechanisms

Why images are powerful in mobilization? One possible mechanism is that images will hight

some features that makes. For instance, images may feature larger crowds, more violent

behaviors, or more emotional triggers (such as blood).

Are text or image description of a protest indicates more number of participants of

a protest? Human coders were then instructed to judge whether they can draw an size

estimate from text or images of each event, and to count the number of participants they

can observe from text or images.3 Finally, coders have to use their judgement to decide

whether the image-based or text-based portrayl is more accurate.

Of our human-coded events, 82.98% of them have images and most images are taken at

the scene of protests by protesters. In contrast, less than 10% contain a description of size

in their texts. Mover, we fount that text-based coding greatly exaggerate the number of

3If a precise number cannot be drawn from text, we instruct coders to give a range based on quanti�ers.
For instance, �several hundreds� will be coded as [100,1000].
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(log) number of comments (log) number of retweets

(Intercept) 0.6612∗∗∗ 0.5645∗∗∗

(0.1445) (0.1612)
has_image_nameTRUE 0.1489∗∗∗ 0.1399∗∗

(0.0439) (0.0490)
event_forms_newdisruptive 0.0637 −0.0236

(0.0494) (0.0551)
event_forms_newviolent_gov 0.1813∗∗ 0.2371∗∗∗

(0.0583) (0.0650)
event_forms_newviolent_protesters 0.2226 0.1784

(0.1295) (0.1445)
event_police 0.1689∗∗∗ 0.1236∗

(0.0461) (0.0515)
event_targetgov −0.1480 −0.1747

(0.0911) (0.1016)
event_targetorg_appeal_for_gov −0.0383 −0.1097

(0.0790) (0.0881)
event_targetorg_only 0.0316 −0.0827

(0.0882) (0.0984)
event_issues_newenvironment −0.2540 −0.0612

(0.2090) (0.2331)
event_issues_newFraud −0.1065 0.2984

(0.1913) (0.2133)
event_issues_newhomeowners 0.0244 0.1215

(0.1262) (0.1407)
event_issues_newmedical −0.1012 0.1738

(0.1703) (0.1899)
event_issues_newmixed 0.0653 0.3071∗

(0.1227) (0.1368)
event_issues_newpension/bene�t −0.0773 0.3453

(0.3010) (0.3357)
event_issues_newreligion/ethnic 0.1661 0.5318

(0.4793) (0.5346)
event_issues_newRural/land 0.0216 0.2466

(0.1335) (0.1489)
event_issues_newtaxi 0.0612 0.1567

(0.1797) (0.2004)
event_issues_newUnpaid wages −0.1644 −0.0213

(0.1230) (0.1372)
event_issues_newveteran 0.0268 0.2204

(0.3232) (0.3605)

R2 0.0315 0.0343
Adj. R2 0.0246 0.0275
Num. obs. 2696 2696
∗∗∗p < 0.001;

∗∗p < 0.01;
∗p < 0.05

Table 1: Heterogenerous E�ects by Pre-treatment Sentiment
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participants. Figure 3 plots the density distribution of the estimates from text and from

images. As one can easily observe the size from texts generally surpassed those from images.

The median of size from texts is 150 participants, while the media from images is 25.

Text-based descriptions are signi�cantly more likely to portray the protests as violent.

Around 10.98% of protests will be considered as violent if judging from images, while 23.29%

will be considered as violent if judging from text. Overall, the image description of protests

tend to be smaller in size and less violent. Images are less exaggerating than texts, even

though all posted by protesters themselves.

Figure 3: Sizes, judged from text and images

A second possibility is that images will trigger more emotions among bystanders. To see

this, we need to measure the sentiment in the responses (comments) of the tweets. At this

stage the analysis has not been �nished, but it o�ers an interesting future direction.
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4 Conclusions

This articles examined how Chinese protesters used images during mobilization and whether

the image-based mobilization is more powerful than text-based mobilization. We identi�ed

consistent patterns in how people used images through a newly developed image clustering

algorithm. We also found that images are indeed more e�ective in triggering social media

attention regarding comments and retweets, and this is not achieved by exaggerating the size

and level of violence of protests. More analysis will be performed in the future to examine

other mechanisms through which protests in�uence protest mobilization.

5 Conclusions
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